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This paper is concerned with the dynamical behavior of the solutions of a class
of linear Hamiltonian systems, including those to which Kotani’s theory applies.
We first present a symplectic L2 Perron transformation which takes these systems
into skew-symmetric form. This allows us to study the average of the trajectories
and the Fourier coefficients of the solutions. In addition, from the construction of
two invariant complex Lagrange planes, the differentiability of the rotation number
is analyzed.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the study of a family of linear Hamiltonian systems
z$=H(! } t) z, ! # 0, (1.1)
and the associated uniparametric family of perturbed systems
z$=(H(! } t)+EJ&11(! } t)) z, ! # 0. (1.2)
The set 0 is a compact metric space with a continuous flow _: R_0  0,
(t, !) [ ! } t, H and 1 are continuous real 2n_2n matrix-valued functions
on 0 with H(!) # sp(n, R) (the algebra of infinitesimally symplectic 2n_2n
matrices), E # C is a complex parameter, and J=[ 0In
&In
0 ]. They induce a
skew-product flow in 0_LC (0_LR ), where LC (LR ) is the space of all
complex (real) Lagrange planes of C2n (R2n). Let m0 be a fixed _-ergodic
measure on 0. We will denote by #1(E) and :1 (E) respectively the Lyapunov
exponent and the rotation number of systems (1.2). The n-dimensional
Schro dinger equation is included in our formulation.
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Under additional hypotheses on the perturbation matrix 1 (Atkinson’s
definiteness condition [1] or a similar one), systems (1.2) are of limit point
type at \, according to Weyl’s classification (see Hinton and Shaw
[12, 13] and Johnson [14]). In this case, the Weyl M-functions M \1 (!, E)
exist on IE{0. Let us denote by A1 the set [E # R | #1 (E)=0]. Kotani’s
theory for n-dimensional Schro dinger equations (see Kotani and Simon [18])
and for the Dirac problem (1=I2n) asserts that for almost every E0 # A1
there exist non-tangential limits from the upper half-plane M \1 (!, E0)=
limE  E0, n.t. M
\
1 (!, E) satisfying \IM
\
1 (!, E0)>0, and IM
\
1 (!, E0),
I&1M \1 (!, E0) belong to L
1(0, m0). In addition, A1 is the essential support
of the absolutely continuous spectrum of multiplicity 2n of the associated
operators.
Our starting point will be one of these families of linear Hamiltonian
systems satisfying the above conditions or presenting similar dynamics. We
are interested in the description of the qualitative behavior of their solutions.
The main results of the present paper can be summarized as: the characteriza-
tion of the rotation number (introduced in terms of the argument of a
symplectic fundamental matrix solution) and the Lyapunov exponent in
generalized polar coordinates; the construction of a symplectic L2 Perron
transformation which takes (1.1) into skew-symmetric form; the study of
the average of the trajectories and the Fourier analysis of the solutions; the
existence of invariant complex Lagrange planes from which the absolutely
continuous dynamics can be deduced; and the differentiability of the rota-
tion number in adequate directions. Many of the results are the extension
to linear Hamiltonian systems of the corresponding ones for bidimensional
systems established by the authors in [27, 23, 24, 26]. However, the non-
commutativity of the matrices generates several major difficulties which
make this generalization highly nontrivial.
Topological approaches to the study of linear systems, based on the concept
of exponential dichotomy (or hyperbolic splitting of the space of solutions),
have been developed in the literature (see for instance Coppel [5], Sacker
and Sell [31], and Selgrade [33]). A criterion for the existence of exponential
dichotomy for the linear Hamiltonian systems (1.1) is given, in terms of the
rotation number :1 (E) of (1.2), by Johnson and Nerurkar in [15]. The
systems we deal with in this paper are significatively different from those
above; they are taken into systems with bounded solutions by means of a
measurable change of variables. Topological techniques do not give a
complete description of the dynamics of the systems, and the introduction
of measure-theoretic tools is necessary. The class of systems considered
here presents null Lyapunov exponent and positive derivative of the rota-
tion number and is not preserved under small perturbations. Our approach
is ergodic in the sense that we are interested in the study of properties
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which are satisfied for almost every trajectory. The idea is that a collective
property is easier to recognize than a single one, although several times the
behavior may differ in a set of null measure.
This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides ergodic represen-
tations of the rotation number and the Lyapunov exponent in terms of the
generalized polar coordinates. The expression of the flow in these coor-
dinates is also presented. In Section 3, after stating Kotani’s theory for linear
Hamiltonian systems, a measurable and symplectic Perron transformation
which takes (1.2), for some E # A1 , into skew-symmetric form is given. It is
also proved that this change of variables preserves the rotation number and
the Lyapunov exponent.
Section 4 is devoted to the construction of a new symplectic change of
variables, related to the perturbation 1 and essential in the analysis of the
differentiability of the rotation number. With this aim, an extended flow is
introduced to study the average of the trajectories and to prove the existence
of the correlation matrix and the Fourier coefficients of the solutions for
almost every ! # 0. Section 5 contains the study of the differentiability of the
rotation number in a set of directions 1 in which the ones satisfying Atkinson’s
condition are included. All of these derivatives, which are explicitly calculated,
turn out to be positive. Finally, Section 6 gives the expression of the radial
limits of the Weyl M-functions, M \1 (!, E), in terms of the complex Lagrange
planes associated with the symplectic change obtained in Section 4.
2. GENERALIZED POLAR COORDINATES
Let 0 be a compact metric space, _: R_0  0, (t, !) [ ! } t a continuous
flow, and m0 a fixed _-ergodic measure on 0. We consider the family of linear
Hamiltonian systems
z$=_H1(! } t)H3(! } t)
H2(! } t)
&H T1 (! } t)& z=H(! } t) z, ! # 0, (2.1)
where H is a continuous real 2n_2n matrix-valued function and H2 and
H3 are n_n symmetric matrices. This family of systems induces in a natural
way a skew-product flow on 0_C2n. If U(t, !) represents the fundamental
matrix solution of equation (2.1) for ! # 0 with U(0, !)=I2n , the trajectory of
(!, z) is [(! } t, U(t, !) z) | t # R].
It is known that for each t # R and ! # 0, U(t, !) lies in the symplectic
group Sp(n, R)=[G # MR (2n) | GTJG=J], where J=[ 0In
&In
0 ]. We recall
that an n-dimensional vector subspace F/C2n is called a complex Lagrange
plane if xTJy=0 for all x, y # F. The space LC of all complex Lagrange planes
of C2n is a compact orientable manifold of dimension n(n+1)2. Since
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U(t, !) F lies in LC whenever F # LC , the map {: R_0_LC  0_LC ,
(t, !, F ) [ (! } t, U(t, !) F ) defines a continuous skew-product flow on
KC =0_LC .
An element F of LC can be represented by a 2n_n matrix [ F1F2] of range
n with FT1 F2=F
T
2 F1 . The column vectors form the basis of the Lagrange
subspace; so two matrices [ F1F2] and [
G1
G2
] represent the same complex
Lagrange plane if and only if there is a non-singular n_n complex matrix
P such that F1=G1P and F2=G2P. The set SC (n) of symmetric n_n complex
matrices parametrizes an open dense subset of LC , D=[[
In
M] | M # SC(n)].
Taking these complex coordinates in (2.1), we obtain the Riccati equations
M$=&MH2(! } t) M&MH1(! } t)&H T1 (! } t) M+H3(! } t), ! # 0.
(2.2)
The flow on D is then given by (!, M) } t=(! } t, M(t, !, M)), where M(t, !, M)
is the solution of (2.2) with initial data M(0, !, M)=M.
Analogously, we consider the space LR of real Lagrange planes of R2n,
a compact manifold of dimension n(n+1)2. As in the complex case, we
can represent the elements of LR by 2n_n real matrices of range n of the
form [ F1F2] with F
T
1 F2=F
T
2 F1 . By taking an orthonormal basis of the sub-
space, LR can be identified with the homogeneous space of left cosets GH,
where
G=Sp(n, R) & SO(2n, R)={_89
&9
8 & }8T8+9T9=In , 8T9=9T8= ,
H=O(n, R)={_R0
0
R& }RTR=In= .
Then LR is a symmetric Riemannian space with a G-invariant metric. It
can be shown that GH is orientable when n is odd and non-orientable
when n is even (see Matsushima [20] and Mishchenko et al. [21]). In any
case, we can consider the set of real Lagrange planes with an assigned
orientation, LR , which is an orientable compact manifold, two-covering of LR ,
and can be identified with the homogeneous space GH1 , where
H1=SO(n, R)={_R0
0
R& }RTR=In , det R=1= .
The next theorem explains the transformation of the systems (2.1) when
generalized polar coordinates are used (see Reid [30]). The application of
the polar transformation to the study of matrix differential equations was
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first presented by Barret [3] and was subsequently refined by Reid [29]
for differential systems.
Theorem 2.1. Let [ F1F2] be a real Lagrange plane and 8, 9, and R n_n
real matrices such that [ F1F2]=[
8R
9R], with [
8
9
&9
8 ] # G and R non-singular.
Then the 2n_n solution of (2.1) corresponding to the initial data [ F1F2] is
_F1(t, !, F1 , F2)F2(t, !, F1 , F2)&=_
8(t, !, 8, 9) R(t, !, 8, 9, R)
9(t, !, 8, 9) R(t, !, 8, 9, R)& ,
where 8(t, !, 8, 9), 9(t, !, 8, 9), and R(t, !, 8, 9, R) are the solutions of
8$=9Q(! } t, 8, 9) (2.3)
9$=&8Q(! } t, 8, 9),
R$=S(! } t, 8, 9) R (2.4)
given by the initial data 8, 9, and R, respectively, with
Q(!, 8, 9)=[8T9 T] JH(!) _89& and
S(!, 8, 9)=[8T9 T] H(!) _89& .
Furthermore, RT (t, !, 8, 9, R) R(t, !, 8, 9, R)=F T1 (t, !, F1 , F2) F1(t, !, F1 , F2)
+FT2 (t, !, F1 , F2) F2(t, !, F1 , F2) and [
8(t, !, 8, 9)
9(t, !, 8, 9)
&9(t, !, 8, 9)
8(t, !, 8, 9) ] # G for all t # R.
Therefore, with these coordinates, the skew-product flow { induced by
Eq. (2.1) on the compact metric space KR =0_LR can be expressed in the
following way: if [ 89] is a real Lagrange plane with 8
T8+9T9=In and
8(t, !, 8, 9) and 9(t, !, 8, 9) are the matrix solutions of Eqs. (2.3) with
initial data 8 and 9, then
{(t, !, 8, 9)=(! } t, 8(t, !, 8, 9), 9(t, !, 8, 9))
defines the equation of the flow on KR . The relation M=98&1 gives us
the change between the systems of coordinates that we have introduced.
Next we introduce the concept of rotation number for systems (2.1) in
terms of the argument of a symplectic fundamental matrix solution.
First of all, we recall some of the arguments of a symplectic 2n_2n real
matrix V (see Yakubovich and Starzhinskii [37] for the general definition
of an argument on the group of symplectic matrices Sp(n, R)):
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(i) If V=[V1V2
V3
V4 ], we may take the following functions as arguments:
Arg1 V=arg det(V1&iV2),
Arg2 V=arg det(V3&iV4),
Arg3 V=arg det(V1+iV3),
Arg4 V=arg det(V2+iV4).
(ii) Let [ F1F2] be a real Lagrange plane. If we denote
_V$1V$2&=V _
F1
F2& and [V"1V"2]=[FT1 FT2 ] V,
then
Arg$F1 , F2 V=arg det(V$1&iV$2),
Arg"F1 , F2 V=arg det(V"1+iV"2)
are also arguments on Sp(n, R). In fact, Argi , i=1, 2, 3, 4, can be expressed
in terms of these new ones.
(iii) If we represent the matrix V (uniquely) in polar form V=RS,
where R is a symmetric positive definite matrix and S is orthogonal (both
symplectic), the argument as defined by Gel’fand and Lidski@$ [11] is
determined by
Arg0 V=Arg3 S.
(iv) If T, S # Sp(n, R) and Arg is any of the arguments defined above,
then the function
Arg*T, S V=Arg(TVS)
is an argument too.
(v) Let +j , j=1, ..., n, be the eigenvalues of the first type of the
matrix V (i.e., those eigenvalues for which there exist eigenvectors vj satisfy-
ing ivTj Jvj>0).
A new argument is defined by the function
Arg
*
V= :
n
j=1
arg + j .
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Two arguments Arg$ and Arg" are equivalent if there exists a constant c>0
such that for each curve V(t) in Sp(n, R) the inequality
|Arg$ V(t)&Arg" V(t)|<c
is satisfied for every t when a continuous branch of each argument is taken
along the curve.
In Yakubovich [36] it is shown that all of the arguments given above
are equivalent, although non-equivalent arguments also exist. From now
on, Arg will stand for any argument equivalent to those enumerated.
Let V(t, !)=[ V1(t, !)V2(t, !)
V3(t, !)
V4(t, !)
] be a fundamental matrix solution of (2.1)
such that [ V1(0, !)V2(0, !)] and [
V3(0, !)
V4(0, !)
] are Lagrange planes. We define the rotation
number as
:= lim
t  
1
t
Arg V(t, !), (2.5)
where a continuous branch of the argument is taken. Notice that the equiv-
alence of the arguments guarantees the independence of : of the choices
of Arg and the fundamental matrix. The next proposition shows that the
rotation number is well-defined, i.e., the limit exists and takes the same
value for almost every ! # 0 with respect to m0 , and gives a representation
in terms of the generalized polar coordinates which extends the one for
bidimensional linear systems when polar-symplectic coordinates are used.
Proposition 2.2. There is a _-invariant subset 00 /0 with m0(00)=1
such that the limit (2.5) exists for every ! # 00 and takes the same constant
value
:=|
KR
tr Q(!, 8, 9) d& (2.6)
for every normalized {-invariant measure & on KR projecting onto m0 .
Proof. We can write [ V1(0, !)V2(0, !)]=[
80R0
90R0
], with [ 8090
&90
80
] # G and R0
non-singular. Let us consider the unitary matrix-valued function
%(t, !, 80 , 90 , R0)=(V2(t, !)+iV1(t, !))(V2(t, !)&iV1(t, !))&1,
of great importance in the study of oscillatory properties of the solutions
of matrix differential equations (see Atkinson [1] and Etgen [9]) and
eigenvalue problems (Etgen [10]). It is clear that
arg det %(t, !, 80 , 90 , R0)=2 arg det(V2(t, !)+iV1(t, !))
=2 arg(in det(V1(t, !)&iV2(t, !))),
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from where we reduce the problem to the study of the limit
lim
t  
1
2t
arg det %(t, !, 80 , 90 , R0), (2.7)
which, as we have previously remarked, is independent of 80 , 90 , and R0 .
It is shown in [30] that %(t, !, 80 , 90 , R0) is a solution of the differential
system
%$=2i%N(t, !),
where the hermitian matrix-valued function
N(t, !)=(V T2 +iV
T
1 )
&1 [V T1 V
T
2 ] JH(! } t) _V1V2& (V2&iV1)&1
is unitarily similar to the one introduced in Theorem 2.1
Q(! } t, 8(t, !, 80 , 90), 9(t, !, 80 , 90))=Q({(t, !, 80 , 90)).
Therefore, writing %0=%(0, !, 80 , 90 , R0),
det %(t, !, 80 , 90 , R0)=det %0 exp |
t
0
2i tr N(s, !) ds
=det %0 exp |
t
0
2i tr Q({(s, !, 80 , 90)) ds,
and the study of the limit (2.7) reduces to that of
lim
t  
1
t |
t
0
tr Q({(s, !, 80 , 90)) ds.
Finally, the Birkhoff ergodic theorem assures that, for any {-invariant measure
& projecting onto m0 , this limit exists almost everywhere on KR with respect
to & and defines a {-invariant function. The independence of the limit of 80 and
90 allows us to conclude that it is constant and then takes the value (2.6), as
asserted. K
A geometric introduction of the rotation number and its relation with
the ArnoldMaslov index [2] is stated in Johnson [14] and Johnson and
Nerurkar [15]. We now summarize it. Let F0=[
In
0 ] be the Lagrange plane
generated by the first n unit vectors. The set
C=[F # LR | dim(F & F0)1]
is called the Maslov cycle.
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For a fixed real Lagrange plane F # LR , we consider the continuous
curve [0, T]  LR , t [ U(t, !) F and denote by n(T) the number of oriented
intersections this curve makes with the Maslov cycle C. Then the limit
lim
T  
?n(T )
T
exists almost everywhere on 0, is independent of the Lagrange plane F,
and coincides with minus the rotation number (2.5).
To end this section we recall the definition of the Lyapunov exponent of
the systems (2.1) with respect to m0 and, as in the case of the rotation
number, give an ergodic representation in terms of the generalized polar
coordinates. Letting n denote the nth wedge product, we define
#= lim
t  
1
t
ln "
n
U(t, !)" ,
which exist for almost every ! # 0 with respect to m0 . As a matter of fact,
#=nj=1 #j where #1 } } } #n0 are the positive Lyapunov exponents of
the systems (2.1) with respect to m0 and, since U(t, !) is a symplectic
matrix, the remaining Lyapunov exponents are &#1 } } } &#n0.
The next lemma is a consequence of Oseledets multiplicative ergodic
theorem (see Oseledets [28] and Johnson et al. [16]).
Lemma 2.3. There is a _-invariant subset 00 /0 with m0(00)=1 such
that for each ! # 00 we can construct a basis [x!, 1 , ..., x!, n , y!, 1 , ..., y!, n] of
R2n satisfying
(i) lim |t|   (1t) ln &U(t, !) x!, j&=#j for j=1, ..., n,
(ii) lim |t|   (1t) ln &U(t, !) y!, j&=&#j for j=1, ..., n,
(iii) the subspaces F!, 1=(x!, 1 , ..., x!, n) and F!, 2=(y!, 1 , ..., y!, n)
are real Lagrange planes.
Proof. Let us denote by \1> } } } >\k the different Lyapunov exponents
with respect to m0 of the systems (2.1) with multiplicities n1 , ..., nk .
Oseledets theorem asserts that there is a _-invariant subset 00 /0 with
m0(00)=1 and {-invariant measurable subbundles W1 , ..., Wk /0_R2n
such that
(o.1) if 1 jk and (!, x) # Wj with x{0, then
lim
|t|  
1
t
ln &U(t, !) x&=\j ,
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(o.2) if ! # 00 and we denote by Wj (!)=[x # R2n | (!, x) # W j] then
R2n=W1(!) } } } Wk(!)
and dim Wj (!)=nj for j=1, ..., k.
We will represent by V+(!), V0(!), and V&(!) the sum of the subspaces
corresponding to strictly positive, null, and strictly negative Lyapunov
exponents, respectively. Therefore, R2n=V+(!)V0(!)V&(!) for each
! # 00 . We will distinguish three cases in our study:
(1) #=0. This implies that all the Lyapunov exponents vanish, hence
V0(!)=R2n and the canonical basis of R2n satisfies the requirements of the
lemma.
(2) #>0 and 0 is not a Lyapunov exponent. Thus, V0(!)=[0]
and dim V+(!)=dim V&(!)=n for each ! # 00 . We can choose bases
[x!, 1 , ..., x!, n] and [y!, 1 , ..., y!, n] of V+(!) and V&(!), respectively,
satisfying (i)(iii). Conditions (i) and (ii) follow directly from (o.1) in
Oseledets theorem. To show (iii) notice that xT!, iJx!, j=0 and y
T
!, iJy!, j=0
for every i, j=1, ..., n, because of the fact that U(t, !) lies in the symplectic
group (so yTUT (t, !) JU(t, !) x is independent of t for all x, y # R2n) and
the behavior of the solutions U(t, !) x!, i and U(t, !) y!, i in \.
(3) #>0 and 0 is a Lyapunov exponent. In this case, dim V0(!)=2s
with 0<s<n and dim V+(!)=dim V&(!)=n&s. Notice that, as before,
considerations about the behavior of the solutions in \ imply that
x, y # V+(!) or x, y # V&(!),
xTJy=0 if { x # V+(!), y # V0(!), (2.8)x # V&(!), y # V0(!).
We can consider bases [x!, 1 , ..., x!, n&s] and [y!, 1 , ..., y!, n&s] of V+(!)
and V&(!) satisfying (i) and (ii) for j=1, ..., n&s. To obtain a suitable
basis of V0(!) we follow a recursive process that will be only sketched.
Let x!, n&s+1 # V0(!) and consider y!, n&s+1 # V0(!) the orthogonal
projection of the vector Jx!, n&s+1 on V0(!). It is easy to check that
y!, n&s+1 {0, x
T
!, n&s+1y!, n&s+1=0, and y
T
!, n&s+1 Jx!, n&s+1 {0. Then we
show that the vector subspace V 0(!)=V0(!) & (Jx!, n&s+1 , Jy!, n&s+1) =
satisfies dim V 0(!) = 2(s&1) and R2n = (x!, 1 , ..., x!, n&s+1)  V 0(!)
(y!, 1 , ..., y!, n&s+1) . This is the first step of the finite process that will be
applied in the same way to V 0(!) and subsequent subspaces. Again, from
(o.1) in Oseledets theorem we prove that the obtained basis satisfies (i) and
(ii), while (iii) is deduced from the construction and relation (2.8). K
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Remark 2.4. We can also assume that the _-invariant subset 00 obtained
in Lemma 2.3 is included in the ergodic component of the measure m0 in 0;
that is, for each ! # 00 , limt   (1t) t0 f (! } s) ds=0 f (!) dm0 for every
f # C(0) (see Man~ e [19]).
The next proposition characterizes the Lyapunov exponent # in generalized
polar coordinates. The n_n matrix-valued function S(!, 8, 9) was intro-
duced in Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 2.5. Let # be the Lyapunov exponent of the systems (2.1)
with respect to m0 . Then
#=sup
& {|KR tr S(!, 8, 9) d&==|KR tr S(!, 8, 9) d&0 ,
where the superior is taken in the set of normalized {-invariant measures of
KR projecting onto m0 , and &0 is a {-ergodic measure of this set.
Proof. Let ! # 00 and F!, 1 , F!, 2 be the real Lagrange planes obtained
in Lemma 2.3. The 2n_n real matrices [x!, 1 } } } x!, n] and [y!, 1 } } } y!, n]
which represent them can be expressed as [ 81R191R1 ] and [
82R2
92R2
], where
[ 8i9i
&9i
8i
] # G and Ri is non-singular for i=1, 2.
To simplify the notation we set xi (t, !)=U(t, !) x!, i , yi (t, !)=U(t, !) y!, i
for i=1, ..., n, and Ri (t, !)=R(t, !, 8i , 9i , Ri), 8i (t, !)=8(t, !, 8i , 9i),
9i (t, !)=9(t, !, 8i , 9i) for i=1, 2. It is easy to show that
det(R1(t, !)T R1(t, !))=det([x1(t, !) } } } xn(t, !)]T [x1(t, !) } } } xn(t, !)])
=&x1(t, !)&2 } } } &xn(t, !)&2 det R 1(t, !),
where the entry ij of the matrix R 1(t, !) is defined for every i, j=1, ..., n by
(&xi (t, !)& &xj (t, !)&)&1 x i (t, !)T x j (t, !). Consequently, from the above
relation, Lemma 2.3, and the boundedness of det R 1(t, !), we deduce that
lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R1(t, !) :
n
i=1
lim
t  
1
t
ln &xi (t, !)&= :
n
i=1
#i=#.
Analogously, it follows that
lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R2(t, !)&#.
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On the other hand, denoting by V(t, !) the fundamental matrix solution
V(t, !)=_81(t, !)91(t, !)
82(t, !)
92(t, !)&_
R1(t, !)
0
0
R2(t, !)& ,
whose determinant is constant since tr H=0, we deduce that
0= lim
t  
1
t
ln det V(t, !)lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R1(t, !)
+lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R2(t, !)#&#=0,
from which we conclude that
lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R1(t, !)=&lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R2(t, !)=#.
Moreover, by Eq. (2.4) satisfied by R1(t, !) we can also assert that
#=lim sup
t  
1
t
ln det R1(t, !)=lim sup
t  
1
t |
t
0
tr S({(s, !, 81 , 91)) ds,
and a standard argument shows that there exists a {-invariant measure &0
on KR such that #=KR tr S(!, 9, 9) d&0 . Besides, it follows from Remark 2.4
that &0 projects onto m0 . To complete the proof it is enough to see that for any
{-invariant measure & on KR projecting onto m0 one has KR tr S(!, 8, 9) d&#.
Birkhoff ergodic theorem guarantees the existence of a point (!0 , 80 , 90) #
00 _LR such that
|
KR
tr S(!, 8, 9) d& lim
t  
1
t |
t
0
tr S({(s, !0 , 80 , 90)) ds
= lim
t  
1
t
ln det R0(t, !0),
where R0(t, !0)=R(t, !0 , 80 , 90 , In). Let us represent by z!0 , 1 , ..., z!0 , n the
n independent column vectors of the real Lagrange plane [ 8090] and
consider the basis [x!0 , 1 , ..., x!0 , n , y!0 , 1 , ..., y!0 , n] obtained in Lemma 2.3.
Then, [z!0 , 1 } } } z!0 , n]=[x!0 , 1 } } } x!0 , n] A+[y!0 , 1 } } } y!0 , n] B for some
n_n real matrices A and B. Let P be a non-singular matrix such that AP=T
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is lower triangular. It is not hard to show that the new basis of the Lagrange
plane [z~ !0 , 1 } } } z~ !0 , n] with [z~ !0 , 1 } } } z~ !0 , n]=[z!0 , 1 } } } z!0 , n] P, satisfies
lim sup
t  
1
t
ln &U(t, !0) z~ !, j0 &#j
for j=1, ..., n, and then an argument similar to the one applied before to
R1(t, !) implies that limt   (1t) ln det R0(t, !0)#, which finishes the
proof. K
3. KOTANI’S THEORY
Let us consider the perturbed family of linear Hamiltonian systems
z$=(H(! } t)+EJ&11(! } t))z, ! # 0, (3.1)
where E # C is a complex parameter and 1=[ 11
1 2
T
12
13
]0 is a symmetric
positive semidefinite continuous 2n_2n matrix-valued function on 0.
Notice that the family of perturbed n-dimensional Schro dinger equations
&z"+V(! } t)z=E11(! } t)z, ! # 0, (3.2)
with V and 11 continuous symmetric n_n matrix-valued functions on
0 and 11>0, is included in the general formulation (3.1) by taking
H=[ 0V
In
0 ] and 1=[
11
0
0
0]. We denote by {E the flow induced by systems
(3.1) in KC and KR , and by UE (t, !) the fundamental matrix solution
satisfying UE (0, !)=I2n . Notice that {E and UE (t, !) also depend on the
perturbation 1, although this dependence is dropped from the notation.
U0(t, !) will be denoted, as in Section 2, by U(t, !).
Assume first that 1 satisfies the following kind of Atkinson’s condition:
each minimal subset of 0 contains at least a point ! such that
|

&
vTUT (t, !) 1 2(! } t) U(t, !) v dt>0 \v # C2n&[0]. (3.3)
Johnson and Nerurkar [15] prove that this property guarantees the
exponential dichotomy (see Sacker and Sell [31]) of the systems (3.1) for
IE>0, that is, the existence of a splitting of the complex bundle into two
{E -invariant n-dimensional closed subbundles, 0_C2n=F +1, E F
&
1, E , and
positive constants C, ; such that
(i) &UE (t, !) z&Ce&;t &z& for every t0 and (!, z) # F+1, E ,
(ii) &UE (t, !) z&Ce;t &z& for every t0 and (!, z) # F&1, E .
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Moreover, for every ! # 0, the sections F\1, E(!)=[z # C
2n | (!, z) # F\1, E]
are complex Lagrange planes and can be represented in terms of the Weyl
M-functions by
_ InM \1 (!, E)&
(see also Hinton and Shaw [12, 13] and Johnson [14]). The functions
M\1 (!, E), defined for IE{0 and ! # 0, are symmetric complex n_n
matrix functions, jointly continuous in both variables and analytic outside
the real axis for each ! # 0 fixed. Besides, \IEIM \1 (!, E)>0, M
\
1 (!, E )
=(M \1 )* (!, E) and, for a fixed non-real E and almost every ! # 0, the
function t  M(! } t, E) is differentiable and satisfies the Riccati equation
M$=&M(H2(! } t)+E13(! } t))M&(H T1 (! } t)+E12(! } t))M
&M(H1(! } t)+E1T2 (! } t))+H3(! } t)&E11(! } t), (3.4)
i.e., M(!, E) is a solution along the flow of (3.4). In general, if a measurable
function X on 0 is differentiable along the trajectories of the flow _, we will
write X$(!)=(ddt) X$(! } t)| t=0 .
The Herglotz character of the Weyl M-functions guarantees the existence
of the radial limits lim=  0 M \1 (!, E0+i=) from the upper and lower
complex half-planes at almost every E0 # R (with respect to the Lebesgue
measure) and for almost every ! # 0. We denote by M \1 (!, E0) the limit
from C+=[E # C | IE>0]. Clearly, \IM \1 (!, E0)0. Notice also that
these limits are solutions along the flow of Eq. (3.4) for E0 , which will be
denoted by (3.4)E0 .
Let us recall now several results of [14] concerning the Floquet coef-
ficient of the systems (3.1) when the Atkinson’s condition (3.3) is satisfied.
It is an analytic function on the upper half-plane, where it is defined in
terms of the Weyl M-functions by the expression
w1 (E)=\|
0
tr (H1(!)+E1T2 (!)+(H2(!)+E13(!)) M
\
1 (!, E)) dm0 .
(3.5)
The Floquet coefficient is extended to the real axis by the function
&#1 (E)+i:1 (E), where #1 (E) and :1 (E) denote the Lyapunov exponent
and the rotation number of (3.1), respectively. It is known that :1 (E) is a
non-decreasing continuous function on R, whereas the continuity of the
Lyapunov exponent on the real axis cannot be assured. However, #1 (E) is
a subharmonic function on C (see Craig and Simon [6]), and it is positive
and coincides with &Rw1 (E) in C+.
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One can easily check that condition (3.3) is satisfied when we consider
positive definite perturbations 1 and 11 in (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Let
us denote A1=[E # R | #1 (E)=0]. Kotani’s theory for n-dimensional
Schro dinger equations (with perturbation 11=In) and linear Hamiltonian
systems (with perturbation 1=I2n) can be found in Kotani and Simon
[18] and Sun [34], respectively. A straightforward generalization leads us
to the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the perturbation matrix 1 (resp. 11) of the
family (3.1) (resp. (3.2)) is positive definite. Then there is a subset A1, 1 /A1
with the same Lebesgue measure such that, for E0 # A1, 1 ,
(i) there exists a _-invariant subset 0E0 /0 with m0(0E0)=1 such
that the limits M \1 (!, E0) exist and satisfy \IM
\
1 (!, E0)>0 for every ! # 0E0 ;
(ii) the matrix-valued functions IM \1 (!, E0), I
&1M \1 (!, E0), and
RM \1 (!, E0) I
&1M \1 (!, E0) RM
\
1 (!, E0) belong to L
1(0, m0).
Given a general recurrent linear system with bounded solutions, there is
a strong Perron transformation which takes it into skew-symmetric form
(see for instance Cameron [4] and Ellis and Johnson [8]). The next result
provides explicitly a measurable and symplectic Perron transformation which
takes the linear Hamiltonian systems (3.1)E0 , for E0 # A1, 1 , into skew-symmetric
form. The change is given in terms of the symplectic matrix-valued function
P1, E0(!)=_ I
12M +1 (!, E0)
&I&12M +1 (!, E0) RM
+
1 (!, E0)
0
I&12M +1 (!, E0)& (3.6)
which, as a consequence of Theorem 3.1, belongs to L2(0, m0), and as
shown by Novo and Obaya in [25] provides absolutely continuous
dynamics in 0_LR . Besides, PT1, E0P1, E0 is a solution along the flow of the
equation
Z$=&(H(! } t)+E0J&11(! } t))T Z&Z(H(! } t)+E0J &11(! } t)). (3.7)
Theorem 3.2. Let E0 # A1, 1 . The symplectic change of variables
z~ =P1, E0(! } t)z transforms the family of systems (3.1)E0 for ! # 0E0 into
skew-symmetric form,
z~ $=_ H 1(! } t)&H 2(! } t)
H 2(! } t)
H 1(! } t)& z~ =H (! } t) z~ , (3.8)
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with
H 1(!)=I12M +1 (!, E0)(H2(!)+E013(!)) RM
+
1 (!, E0) I
&12M +1 (!, E0)
+I12M +1 (!, E0)(H1(!)+E0 1
T
2 (!)) I
&12M +1 (!, E0)
(3.9)
+(I12M +1 )$ (!, E0) I
&12M +1 (!, E0)=&H
T
1 (!),
H 2(!)=I12M +1 (!, E0)(H2(!)+E013(!)) I
12M +1 (!, E0)=H
T
2 (!).
Proof. It is a straightforward but tedious computation from the Riccati
equation (3.4)E0 satisfied by the matrix-valued function M
+
1 (!, E0). K
The equations and properties of the transformed systems and flows will
be fundamental in the rest of the paper. Now we will show that the block-
triangular expression of the matrix P1, E0 and its square-integrability guarantee
that the above change of variables preserves the rotation number and the
Lyapunov exponent of any linear Hamiltonian system.
Remark 3.3. Recall that if f is a measurable function on 0, differentiable
along the trajectories of the flow _ and such that limt   (1t) t0 f $(! } s) ds=
l(!) # [&, ] exists for almost every ! # 0, then l=0 almost everywhere.
In particular, if f $ # L1(0, m0) then 0 f $(!) dm0=0.
Proposition 3.4. Let us take V: R_0E0  L(C
2n, C2n) and define
V (t, !)=P1, E0(! } t) V(t, !) P
&1
1, E0
(!). Then
lim
t  
1
t
ln "
n
V (t, !)"= limt  
1
t
ln "
n
V(t, !)"
for almost every ! # 0E0 for which the second limit exists. Therefore, the
change of variables z~ =P1, E0(! } t)z preserves the Lyapunov exponent of any
linear Hamiltonian system.
Proof. We denote P=P1, E0 . Since 
n V (t, !)=n P(! } t) n V(t, !)
n P&1(!), it is enough to prove that limt   (1t) ln &n P(! } t)&
exists and is 0 for almost every ! # 0E0 . We represent the eigenvalues of the
positive definite matrix (PT (!) P(!))12 by +1(!), ..., +2n(!) with +1(!) } } }
+2n(!). From det P(!)=1 we deduce that tr(PT (!) P(!))1 and &n P(!)&
=(+1(!) } } } +n(!))121. Consequently,
0ln "
n
P(!)"n2 ln(tr(PT (!) P(!))) (3.10)
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and
(ln(tr(PT (!) P(!)))$tr(PT (!) P(!))$.
Moreover, PTP is a solution along the flow of Eq. (3.7), which implies that
tr(PT (!) P(!))$ = 2 tr((H(!) + E 0J
&11(!)) PT (!) P(!)). The condition
P # L2(0, m0) guarantees that tr(PT(!) P(!))$ # L1(0, m0). From (3.10), the
Birkhoff ergodic theorem, and Remark 3.3, we conclude that
0 lim
t  
1
t
ln "
n
P(! } t)"n2 |0 tr(PT(!) P(!))$ dm0=0
for almost every ! # 0E0 , which proves the result. K
Proposition 3.5. The change of variables z~ =P1, E0(! } t) z preserves the
rotation number of any linear Hamiltonian system.
Proof. Let U(t, !)=[ U1(t, !)U2(t, !)
U3(t, !)
U4(t, !)
] be the fundamental matrix solution
of a linear Hamiltonian system with U(0, !)=I2n . The rotation number is
given by :=limt   (1t) Arg U(t, !). Then U (t, !)=P1, E0(! } t) U(t, !)=
[ U 1(t, !)U 2(t, !)
U 3(t, !)
U 4(t, !)
] is a fundamental matrix of the transformed system and
limt   (1t) Arg U (t, !) defines its rotation number. Since I12M +1 (!, E0)>0,
we obtain
lim
t  
1
t
Arg3 U (t, !)= lim
t  
1
t
arg det(U 1(t, !)+iU 3(t, !))
= lim
t  
1
t
arg det(I12M +1 (! } t, E0)(U1(t, !)+iU3(t, !)))
= lim
t  
1
t
arg det(U1(t, !)+iU3(t, !))
= lim
t  
1
t
Arg3 U(t, !)=:,
and the result is proved. K
4. A SYMPLECTIC CHANGE OF VARIABLES ASSOCIATED
WITH 1
Throughout the rest of the paper, we will consider linear Hamiltonian
systems (2.1) satisfying the following condition.
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Assumption 4.1. There exists a _-invariant subset 00 /0 with m0(00)=1
and a positive definite symplectic real 2n_2n matrix-valued function
Z # L1(0, m0), defined for ! # 00 and solution along the flow of the equation
Z$=&H T (! } t) Z&ZH(! } t). (4.1)
According to the results of Section 3, this property is automatically
satisfied if we substitute the matrix H by H+E0J&110 , where 10 is a
suitable perturbation and the point E0 belongs to the corresponding set A10 , 1 .
In this case, the matrix Z is defined in terms of the Weyl M-functions by
PT1, E0 P1, E0 .
Conversely, under the condition we have just imposed, one can easily
verify the existence of a symmetric complex n_n matrix-valued function N,
solution along the flow of the Riccati equation (2.2), with IN>0 and such
that Z(!)=CT (!) C(!), where
C(!)=_ I
12N(!)
&I&12N(!) RN(!)
0
I&12N(!)& . (4.2)
It is immediate to check that C is a symplectic matrix. Notice that
C # L2(0, m0), and hence C&1=&JC TJ is also square-integrable. In
addition, if C is continuous in a subset K/0, it is also continuous in
_l (K)=[! } l # 0 | ! # K].
The same proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 allow us
to assert that the matrix C provides a change of variables z~ =C(! } t) z that
transforms (2.1) into skew-symmetric form
z~ $=_ H 1(! } t)&H 2(! } t)
H 2(! } t)
H 1(! } t)& z~ =H (! } t) z~ , (4.3)
where the expressions of H 1=&H T1 and H 2=H
T
2 are obtained substituting
in (3.9) M +1 (!, E0) by M(!) and E0 by 0, and preserves rotation number
and Lyapunov exponent. Since the solutions of the skew-symmetric trans-
formed systems are bounded, we conclude that our hypothesis implies #(0)=0.
Remark 4.2. Although the transformed flow is not continuous in
KR =0_LR , the continuity is assured in sets of the form K_LR where K
is a subset of 0 with C|K continuous.
Let 1 be a continuous symmetric 2n_2n matrix-valued function on 0
and consider the family of perturbed systems (3.1) for E # R. Recall that
U(t, !) represents the fundamental matrix solution of the system given by
E=0 with U(0, !)=I2n .
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Theorem 4.3. There is a _-invariant subset 01 /0 with m0(01)=1
such that the limit
A1 (!)= lim
t  
1
2t |
t
&t
UT (s, !) 1(! } s) U(s, !) ds (4.4)
exists for every ! # 01 . Besides the symmetric matrix-valued function A1
belongs to L1(0, m0) and is a solution along the flow of the family of Eqs. (4.1).
Proof. The main idea is to reformulate (2.1) in a new base which will
allow us to express (4.4) in terms of the mean value of an integrable func-
tion. To define the new base we first transform (2.1) into (4.3) by means
of the change of variables z~ =C(! } t) z given by the matrix (4.2). Let us
define the compact subset of 0_M2n_n(R)
01={!1=\!, _8

9 &+ # 0_M2n_n(R) | 8 T9 +8 T9 =In , 8 T9 =9 T8 = ,
i.e., 01 &0_G. Next we show that 01 is invariant under the flow induced
by systems (4.3) on 0_M2n_n(R), and we denote by _1 the restriction of
this flow to the compact metric space 01; notice that _1 is given by
_1(t, !1)=!1 } t=\!, _8

9 &+ } t=\! } t, _
8 (t, !, 8 , 9 ) R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In)
9 (t, !, 8 , 9 ) R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In)&+ ,
where 8 (t, !, 8 , 9 ), 9 (t, !, 8 , 9 ), and R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In) are solutions of
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) corresponding to the transformed systems (4.3). It is
immediate to check that
d
dt
R T (t, !, 8 , 9 , In) R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In)=0; (4.5)
that is, the value of R T(t, !, 8 , 9 , In) R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In) is independent of t,
from which the invariance of 01 is deduced.
Our new base is (01, _1). Although this flow is not continuous, we will
show the existence of invariant and ergodic measures projecting onto m0 by
6: 01  0, !1 [ !. Let us take an expansive sequence (Km)m # N of compact
subsets of 0 with m0(Km)>1&1m and such that the restriction of the
matrix-valued function C(!) (which provides the change of variables) to
Km is continuous. We define
0m={! # 0 } limt  
1
2t |
t
&t
/Km(! } s) ds=m0(Km)=
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for each m1, and
0c={! # 0 } limt  
1
2t |
t
&t
f (! } s) ds=|
0
f (!) dm0 \f # C(0)= .
Birkhoff ergodic theorem and the ergodicity of the measure m0 assure that
the sets 0m , m1, and 0c are _-invariant, and m0(0m)=m0(0c)=1. Let
us fix !10 # 0
1 projecting onto !0 # 0c & (m1 0m). Taking into account
the separability of C(01) and by means of a Cantor diagonal process, we
can find a sequence (tn)n # N of real numbers with limn   tn= such that
the continuous linear functional
C(01)  R
f 1 [ lim
n  
1
2tn |
tn
&tn
f 1(!10 } s) ds
is well-defined. Riesz representation theorem provides a Borel regular measure
&1 such that
|
01
f 1(!1) d&1= lim
n  
1
2tn |
tn
&tn
f 1(!10 } s) ds \f
1 # C(01). (4.6)
The condition !0 # 0c guarantee that &1 projects onto m0 . Notice also that,
if l # R and f 1 # C(01),
lim
n  
1
2tn |
tn
&tn
f 1(!10 } (s+l )) ds= lim
n  
1
2tn |
tn&l
&tn&l
f 1(!10 } s) ds
=|
0 1
f 1(!1) d&1. (4.7)
Now we verify that &1 is a _1-invariant measure. We fix l # R, f 1 # C(01),
and choose, given $>0, an integer m # N with 1m$(6& f 1&). Let us
write K 1m=[!
1 # 01 | 6(!1) # Km]. Remark 4.2 allows us to assert that the
restriction of the map _1l : 0
1  01, !1 [ !1 } l to the compact set K 1m is
continuous; hence, according to the Tietze extension theorem, f 1l = f
1 b _1l
restricted to K 1m admits a continuous extension f
1
l, m to 0
1 satisfying
& f 1l, m&=& f
1
l |K 1m&& f
1& . Then (4.6) implies that
lim
n  
1
2tn |
tn
&tn
f 1l, m(!
1
0 } s) ds=|
01
f 1l, m(!
1) d&1;
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besides, since !0 # 0m ,
lim
n  
1
2tn |
tn
&tn
| f 1l (!
1
0 } s)& f
1
l, m(!
1
0 } s)| ds2 & f
1& (1&m0(Km))
$
3
and
|
01
| f 1l (!
1)& f 1l, m(!
1)| d&12 & f 1& (1&m0(Km))
$
3
.
From these properties and (4.7) we deduce that
|
0 1
f 1 b _1l (!
1) d&1=|
0 1
f 1(!1) d&1 \f 1 # C(01), \l # R.
A standard argument shows that this equality is also held when f 1 # L1(01, &1).
Consequently, &1 is a _1-invariant measure projecting onto m0 , and therefore
the flow (01, _1) admits ergodic measures with the same property (see [19]).
We fix a _1-ergodic measure m10 on 0
1 projecting onto m0 .
Let us define H 1j (!
1)=H j (!) for j=1, 2, 3 and consider the family of
systems
z~ $=_ H
1
1(!
1 } t)
&H 12(!
1 } t)
H 12(!
1 } t)
H 11(!
1 } t)& z~ =H 1(!1 } t) z~ . (4.8)
The function V 1(!1 } t), where V 1(!1)=[ 89
&9
8 ] for !
1=(!, [ 89 ]), is a funda-
mental matrix solution of systems (4.8), evaluated along the trajectories
of (01, _1).
We define now C1(!1)=C(!) and consider the systems obtained from
(4.8) by means of the change of variables z=(C1)&1 (!1 } t) z~ . These are
z$=_H
1
1(!
1 } t)
H 13(!
1 } t)
H 12(!
1 } t)
&(H 11)
T (!1 } t)& z=H1(!1 } t) z, (4.9)
with H 1j (!
1)=Hj (6(!1)) for j=1, 2, 3. Then V1(!1 } t)=(C1)&1 (!1 } t)
V 1(!1 } t) is a fundamental matrix solution of (4.9) (also evaluated along
the trajectories of (01, _1)). Moreover, the boundedness of V 1 on 01 and
the fact that (C1)&1 # L2(01, m10) imply that
V1 # L2(01, m10). (4.10)
Notice also that the fundamental matrix solution U1(t, !) of (4.9) with
initial value U 1(0, !1)=I2n is related to V1 by
U1(t, !1)=V1(!1 } t)(V1)&1 (!1). (4.11)
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It is obvious that U1 only depends on the first component ! of !1; that is,
U1(t, !1)=U(t, !) for every t # R and !1=(!, [ 89 ]) # 0
1.
We can extend in the same way the matrix-valued function 1 to the new
base 01: 11(!1)=1(6(!1)). Clearly, if !1 projects onto !,
A1 (!)=A11 (!
1)= lim
t  
1
2t |
t
&t
(U1)T (s, !1) 11(!1 } s) U1(s, !1) ds.
From (4.11), (4.10), and the Birkhoff ergodic theorem we deduce the
existence of a _1-invariant subset 011 /0
1 with m10(0
1
1)=1 such that
A11 (!
1)=((V1)T)&1 (!1) V1 (V1)&1 (!1) (4.12)
for every !1 # 011 , where
V1=|
01
(V1)T (!1) 11(!1) V1(!1) dm10 . (4.13)
The projection 6(011) gives a _-invariant subset 01 /0 with m0(01)=1 of
points of convergence for the limit (4.4), which proves the first assertion
of the theorem. The condition (4.10) implies also that A11 # L
1(01, m10);
therefore, A1 # L1(0, m0). Finally, since (V 1)$ (!1 } t)=H1(!1 } t) V 1(!1 } t),
relation (4.12) gives
(A11)$ (!
1 } t)=&(H 1)T (!1 } t) A11 (!
1 } t)&A11 (!
1 } t) H 1(!1 } t),
from which the last statement follows. K
The same arguments as above, based on the construction of the extended
flow, assure the existence of the correlation matrix
C(r, !)= lim
t  
1
2t |
t
&t
UT (s+r, !) U(s, !) ds
=((V1)T)&1 (!1) \|01 (V1)T (!1 } r) V1(!1) dm0+ (V 1)T (!1)
and the Fourier coefficients of the solutions of (2.1) for almost every ! # 0.
Conditions which permit the reconstruction of the solutions in terms of the
Fourier series are given in Wiener and Wintner [35] and Scarpellini [32].
We are interested in those perturbation matrices 1 for which the limit
(4.4) is a positive definite matrix A1 (!) for almost every ! # 0. In this case
we say that A1>0. The most usually considered perturbations satisfy this
property:
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Proposition 4.4. Let 10 be a continuous symmetric positive semidefinite
2n_2n matrix-valued function on 0. If each minimal subset of 0 contains at
least a point ! satisfying the Atkinson’s condition (3.3), then A1>0.
Proof. Let us take !0 # Supp(m0) (the topological support of the
measure m0) satisfying (3.3). One can easily verify the existence of an open
neighborhood O/0 of !0 such that (3.3) is also held for every ! # O.
Besides m0(O)>0, since Supp(m0) & O{<. Now we use the definitions and
notation of the proof of Theorem 4.3. Notice that if O1=[!1 # 01 | 6(!1) # O],
then m10(O
1)>0 and, for !1 # O1,
|

&
vT (V1)T (!1 } t)(11)2 (!1 } t) V1(!1 } t) v dt>0 \v # C2n&[0].
(4.14)
According to (4.12), positiveness of A1 is equivalent to positiveness of the
matrix V1 , defined by (4.13). Obviously, V10. Assume that vTV1v=0
for a vector v # R2n; then, for every t # R, vT (V1)T (!1 } t) 11(!1 } t) V1(!1 } t) v
=0 for almost every !1 # 01 (with respect to m10), that is, (1
1)12 (!1 } t))
V1(!1 } t)v=0, and thus for almost every !1 # 01
vT (V 1)T (!1 } t)(11)2 (!1 } t) V1(!1 } t) v=0. (4.15)
Fubini theorem implies that for almost every !1 # 01, (4.15) holds for
almost every t # R (with respect to the Lebesgue measure), and hence (4.14)
allows us to assert that v=0. Therefore, V1>0 and the result is proved. K
The next theorem shows how two conjugate complex Lagrange planes,
F+1 (!) and F
&
1 (!) are determined for almost every ! # 0 by a positive
definite limit A1 . These planes provide the n_n matrix-valued functions
N\1 (!), from which we can find a symplectic and square-integrable change
of variables, associated therefore with the perturbation 1 and a fundamental
tool in the study of the differentiability of the rotation number.
Theorem 4.5. Let 1 he a continuous 2n_2n matrix-valued function on
0 with A1>0.
(i) There exists a _-invariant subset 02 /0 with m0(02)=1 and real
positive numbers *1, 1 , ..., *1, n such that, for every ! # 02 , the eigenvalues of
JA1 (!) are &i*1, 1 , ..., &i*1, n , i*1, 1 , ..., i*1, n .
(ii) If ! # 02 , the n-dimensional linear subspaces F+1 (!) and F
&
1 (!)
of C2n, respectively generated by the eigenvectors associated with the
eigenvalues with negative and positive imaginary part, are complex Lagrange
planes, and the sets [(!, F\1 (!)) | ! # 02]/KC are {-invariant.
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(iii) The planes F\1 (!) can be represented by
_ InN \1 (!)& ,
with N &1 (!)=N
+
1 (!) and \IN
\
1 (!)>0.
(iv) If ! # 02 ,
B1 (!)=_ 0In
&In
0 &_
In
N +1 (!)
In
N &1 (!)&_
iIn
0
0
&iIn&_
In
N +1 (!)
In
N &1 (!)&
&1
is a symplectic 2n_2n matrix solution along the flow of Eq. (4.1). Besides,
B1 # L1(0, m0).
(v) If ! # 02 , B1 (!)=C T1 (!) C1 (!), where
C1 (!)=_ I
12N +1 (!)
&I&12N +1 (!) RN
+
1 (!)
0
I&12N +1 (!)& , (4.16)
is a symplectic matrix and C1 , C &11 # L
2(0, m0).
Proof. Since A1 is a solution along the flow of (4.1), we have
A1 (! } t)=(UT)&1 (t, !) A1 (!) U &1(t, !).
Moreover, U(t, !) is a symplectic matrix and hence J(UT)&1 (t, !)=U(t, !)J.
Notice that, since A1 (!)>0, the matrix JA1 (!) can be diagonalized and has
eigenvalues &i*1, 1(!), ..., &i*1, n(!), i*1, 1(!), ..., i*1, n(!), with *1, j (!)>0
for j=1, ..., n. Let v # C2n be an eigenvector of JA1 (!) associated with the
eigenvalue i*(!). Then
JA1 (! } t) U(t, !)v=J(UT)&1 (t, !) A1 (!)v
=U(t, !) JA1 (!)v=i*(!) U(t, !)v,
that is, U(t, !) v is an eigenvector of JA1 (! } t) associated with the eigen-
value i*(!). Therefore, the eigenvalues of JA1 (!) are _-invariant functions.
Statement (i) follows from the ergodicity of the measure m0 . On the other
hand, if JA1 (!) v=i*v and JA1 (!) w=i+w, with *+>0, then
vTJw=
i
+
vTA1 (!) w=&
*
+
vTJw,
from where we deduce that vTJw=0. Consequently, F\1 (!) are complex
Lagrange planes; besides, as shown above, F\1 (! } t)=U(t, !)(F
\
1 (!)),
which completes the proof of (ii).
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Let us denote 41=Diag(*1, 1 , ..., *1, n) and D1=[
&i41
0
0
i41
]. We fix
! # 02 and take a non-singular matrix P!=[
P!, 1
P!, 2
P!, 1
P!, 2
] such that
JA1 (!)=P!D1P&1! .
Clearly, F+1 (!) and F
&
1 (!) can be respectively represented by [
P!, 1
P!, 2
] and
[ P!, 1P!, 2]. One can easily check that &P*!JP! D1 is a positive definite matrix:
it coincides with P*!A1 (!) P! . We take *, + # R and v, w # C2n such that
JA1 (!) v=i*v and JA1 (!) w=i+w. Then v*Jw=(*+) v*Jw; that is,
v*Jw=0 if *{+. This property guarantees that
&P*!JP! D1=_P*!, 1P!, 2&P*!, 2 P!, 10
0
PT!, 1 P!, 2 &P
T
!, 2 P!, 1&_
&i41
0
0
i41&
and thus (P*!, 1P!, 2&P*!, 2P!, 1)(&i41)>0, which implies that the hermitian
matrix &i(P*!, 1P!, 2&P*!, 2P!, 1) is also positive definite (its eigenvalues
coincide with those of 4&121 (&i(P*!, 1P!, 2&P*!, 2P!, 1)) 4
12
1 ) and, therefore,
that P!, 1 and P!, 2 are non-singular. Consequently, F\1 (!) are represented
by [ In
N 1
\ (!)
], with N +1 (!)=P!, 2P
&1
!, 1 and N
&
1 (!)=P!, 2 P
&1
!, 1 =N
+
1 (!).
Moreover, since N +1 (!) is symmetric,
IN +1 =&
i
2
(N +1 (!)&(N
+
1 )* (!))=&
i
2
P*&1!, 1 (P*!, 1P!, 2&P*!, 2P!, 1) P
&1
!, 1 ;
hence IN +1 (!)>0 and (iii) is proved.
It is immediate to check that the matrix B1 defined in (iv) is symplectic.
We fix ! # 02 , choose a matrix P! as before, and define P!(t)=U(t, !) P! .
Notice that A1 (! } t)=&JP!(t) D1P&1! (t); besides, if S=[
&iIn
0
0
iIn
], then
B1 (!)=&JP! SP&1! , B1 (! } t)=&JP!(t) SP
&1
! (t), and thus
B1 (! } t)=A1 (! } t) P!(t) D&11 SP
&1
! (t).
Since P$!(t)=H(! } t) P!(t) and A1 is a solution along the flow of Eq. (4.1),
differentiating the above expression leads us to
B$1 (! } t)=&H T (! } t) B1 (! } t)&B1 (! } t) H(! } t).
This equality holds for every ! # 02 . Now we consider the extended flow
defined in the proof of Theorem 4.3. With the notation established there
and setting B11 (!
1)=B1 (!), we have
(B11)$ (!
1 } t)=&(H 1)T (!1 } t) B11 (!
1 } t)&B11 (!
1 } t) H 1(!1 } t);
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therefore,
B11 (!
1 } t)=((V1)T )&1 (!1 } t) B11 (!
1)(V1)&1 (!1 } t).
The boundedness of (V 1)&1 and the square-integrability of the matrix C1
imply that (V1)&1 # L2(01, m10). Thus,
0 lim
t  
1
2t |
t
&t
&B1 (!1 } s)& ds
&B1 (!1)& lim
t  
1
2t |
t
&t
&(V1)&1 (!1 } s)&2 ds<.
We deduce from the Birkhoff ergodic theorem that B11 # L
1(01, m10), that is,
B1 # L1(0, m0), which completes the proof of (iv). Notice that B1 can be
considered as a normalized representation of A1 , in the sense that the
eigenvalues of JB1 are \i and the corresponding eigenvectors determine
the same Lagrange planes as those of JA1 .
Finally, a straightforward computation shows that the matrix C1 (!),
defined for ! # 02 by (4.16), is symplectic and B1 (!)=C T1 (!) C1 (!). Thus,
C1 # L2(0, m0) and, since C &11 (!)=&JC
T
1 (!) J, also C
&1
1 # L
2(0, m0).
This proves the last statement of the theorem.
To end this section, notice that the invariance of the sets [(!, F\1 (!)) | ! # 02]
implies that the functions N \1 (!) are solutions along the flow of Eq. (2.2).
Consequently, the symplectic matrix-valued function C1 satisfies all the
hypotheses necessary to define a change of variables that transforms the
initial family of systems (2.1) into skew-symmetric form.
5. DIRECTIONAL DIFFERENTIABILITY OF
THE ROTATION NUMBER
In this section, 1 will represent a continuous real 2n_2n matrix-valued
function on 0 with A1>0, and 01 the _-invariant set of convergence
points for A1 . We can assume that the matrix A1 (!) is positive definite and
that the eigenvalues of JA1 (!) are the same for every ! # 01 , and denote
by *1, 1 , ..., *1, n the real positive numbers that determine those eigenvalues.
Under these conditions, the square-integrable matrix C1 given by (4.16)
provides a change of variables z~ =C1 (! } t) z that takes the systems (3.1)
for ! # 01 to the family
z~ $=\_ H 1(! } t)&H 2(! } t)
H 2(! } t)
H 1(! } t)&&EJ1 (! } t)+ z~ =(H (! } t)&EJ1 (! } t)) z~ ,
(5.1)
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where
H 1(!)=(I12N +1 )$ (!) I
&12N +1 (!)+I
12N +1 (!) H1(!) I
&12N +1 (!)
+I12N +1 (!) H2(!) RN
+
1 (!) I
&12N +1 (!)=&H
T
1 (!),
H 2(!)=I12N +1 (!) H2(!) I
12N +1 (!)=H
T
2 (!),
and 1 (!)=(C T1)
&1 (!) 1(!) C &11 (!). The symbols {~ E and {~ stand for the
flows induced on KR by the family (5.1) for E # R and E=0, respectively.
Although these flows are not continuous, the existence of invariant and
ergodic measures projecting onto m0 is guaranteed as in Theorem 4.3. We
also denote by :1 (E) the rotation number of (3.1) for E # R, which, according
to Proposition 3.5, coincides with the one of the family (5.1).
This section is devoted to the differentiability of the rotation number in
the direction of the matrix 1 at the point E0=0. The proof is based on the
equations and properties of the transformed flows. The next results, which
are consequence of the close connection among the matrices A1 , B1 ,
and C1 , show the importance of the linear change of variables chosen.
Lemma 5.1. If ! # 01 and [ 89] # LR ,
tr \\[8T9T] A1 (!) _89&+\[8T9T] B1(!) _
8
9&+
&1
+=*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n .
Proof. As in Section 4, we set 41=Diag(*1, 1 , ..., *1, n) and D1=
[ &i410
0
i41
], and take P!=[
P!, 1
P!, 2
P!, 1
P!, 2
] with A1 (!)=&JP! D1P&1! . It is
proved in Theorem 4.5 that B1 (!)=&JP!SP&1! , with S=[
&iIn
0
0
iIn
].
Therefore,
[8T9T] A1 (!) _89&=[&9T8T] P!D1P&1! _
8
9& ,
\[8T9 T] B1 (!) _89&+
&1
=\[&9 T8T] P!SP&1! _89&+
&1
.
We can write
[&9T8T] P!=[X X ] and P&1! _89&=_
Y
Y & .
Notice that
0=[&9T8T] _89&=[&9 T8T] P!P&1! _
8
9&=[X X ] _
Y
Y & ;
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that is, XY=&XY. Consequently,
[8T9T] A1 (!) _89&=[X X ] D1 _
Y
Y &=&iX41Y+iX 41Y ,
\[8T9T] B1 (!) _89&+
&1
=\[X X ] S _YY &+
&1
=(&2iXY)&1=
i
2
Y&1X&1.
These equalities lead us to
tr \\[8T9T] A1 (!) _89&+\[8T9T] B1 (!) _
8
9&+
&1
+
=tr \(&iX41Y+iX 41Y ) \ i2 Y&1X &1++
=
1
2
tr(X41X &1+X 41X &1)=tr 41=*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n ,
which completes the proof. K
The next result points out an important property of invariance with
respect to the measure of integration, which will be the principal tool in the
study of the differentiability of the rotation number.
Theorem 5.2. For every {~ -invariant measure &~ on KR projecting onto m0 ,
|
KR
tr \[8 T9 T] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ d&~ =
1
2 |0 tr 1 (!) dm0=*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n .
Proof. Let us take ! # 01 and [ 8

9 ] # LR , and denote by F (t, !, 8 , 9 )
the 2n_n matrix solution of (5.1) for E=0 with initial data F (0, !, 8 , 9 )
=[ 89 ]. We write this solution in polar coordinates,
F (t, !, 8 , 9 )=_8
 (t, !, 8 , 9 ) R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In)
9 (t, !, 8 , 9 ) R (t, !, 8 , 9 , In)& ,
and consider C &11 (! } t) F (t, !, 8 , 9 ), which is a matrix solution of the
initial system (2.1). Notice that, if C &11 (!) F (0, !, 8 , 9 )=[
8R
9R], then
C&11 (! } t) F (t, !, 8 , 9 )=U(t, !)[
8R
9R]. Consequently,
C &11 (! } t) _8
 (t, !, 8 , 9 )
9 (t, !, 8 , 9 )&=U(t, !) _
8
9& RR &1(t, !, 8 , 9 , In). (5.2)
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We define
T(!, 8 , 9 )=tr \[8 T9 T] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ .
Relation (4.5) guarantees that R &1(t, !, 8 , 9 , In) and (R T)&1 (t, !, 8 , 9 , In)
are inverse matrices. This property, (5.2), and the expression of 1 allow us
to assert that
T({~ (t, !, 8 , 9 ))=tr \[8 T (t, !, 8 , 9 ) 9 T (t, !, 8 , 9 )] 1 (! } t)
__8
 (t, !, 8 , 9 )
9 (t, !, 8 , 9 )&+
=tr \[8T9T] U T (t, !) 1(! } t) U(t, !) _89& RRT+ .
From equality C1 (!)[ 89] R=[
8
9 ] it is easy to deduce that
RRT=\[8T9T] C T1 (!) C1 (!) _89&+
&1
=\[8T9T] B1 (!) _89&+
&1
.
Therefore, Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 5.1 imply that
lim
t  
1
2t |
t
&t
T({~ (s, !, 8 , 9 )) ds
=tr \\[8T9 T] A1 (!) _89&+\[8T9 T] B1 (!) _
8
9&+
&1
+
=*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n ,
and then the Birkhoff ergodic theorem assures that
|
KR
tr \[8 T9 T] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ d&~ =*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n . (5.3)
On the other hand, one can easily check that the map KR  KR ,
(!, [ 89 ]) [ (!, [
&9
8 ]) preserves the flow {~ . Hence, the image of the measure
&~ is a new {~ -invariant measure projecting onto m0 . Equality (5.3) leads
us to
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|
KR
tr \[8 T9 T ] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ d&~
=|
KR
tr \[&9 T8 T] 1 (!) _&98 &+ d&~
=
1
2 |KR tr \_
8 T
&9 T
9 T
8 T & 1 (!) _
8
9
&9
8 &+ d&~
=
1
2 |0 tr 1 (!) dm0 ,
which completes the proof. K
Theorem 5.3. There exists the derivative of the rotation number in the
direction of the matrix 1,
:$1 (0)= 12 |
0
tr((C T1)
&1 (!) 1(!) C &11 (!)) dm0=*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n . (5.4)
Proof. As we have already remarked, :1 (E) coincides with the rotation
number of the systems (5.1). Moreover, from the characterization given in
Proposition 2.2 (notice that it remains valid when the corresponding
tr Q(!, 8, 9) belongs to L1(KR , +)) we obtain that for every {~ E -invariant
measure &~ E on KR projecting onto m0
:1 (E)=|
KR
tr \[8 T9 T ] J(H (!)&EJ1 (!)) _8

9 &+ d&~ E
=|
0
tr(IN +1 (!) H2(!)) dm0+E |
KR
tr \[8 T9 T ] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ d&~ E .
(5.5)
Therefore,
:1 (E)&:1 (0)
E
=|
KR
tr \[8 T9 T ] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ d&~ E .
Let us take a sequence of real numbers (En)n # N with limit 0 and, for each
n # N, a normalized {~ En-invariant measure &~ En on KR projecting onto m0 .
We can assume that the sequence (&~ En)n # N converges for the weak topology
of M(KR ) to a measure &~ ; otherwise we would choose an adequate sub-
sequence. Again, although the transformed flows {~ En and {~ are not continuous,
from Remark 4.2 it is not hard to show that the limit measure &~ is invariant
under the limit flow {~ . The approximation of the matrix-valued function
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1 =(C T1)
&1 1C &11 (which, according to statement (v) of Theorem 4.5,
belongs to L1(0, m0)) by a family of continuous matrix-valued functions
on 0 and Theorem 5.2 allow us to assert that
lim
n  
:1 (En)&:1 (0)
En
=|
KR
tr \[8 T9 T] 1 (!) _8

9 &+ d&~
=
1
2 |0 tr 1 (!) dm0=*1, 1+ } } } +*1, n .
Under these conditions, the result follows from the invariance of the limit
with respect to the sequence chosen. K
Consider now the family of n-dimensional Schro dinger equations
&z"+V(! } t)z=Ez, ! # 0,
perturbed in the direction of 11=In . We set 10=[
In
0
0
0]; relations (5.4) and
(5.5) provide the ergodic representations :(0)=0 tr(IN
+
10(!)) dm0 and
:$10(0)=(12) 0 tr(I
&1N +10(!)) dm0 . From these equalities it is immediate
to check that
2:(0) :$10(0)n,
which extends the well-known inequality for the one-dimensional Schro dinger
equation 2:(E) :$(E)1 at almost every E # R with null Lyapunov exponent,
established by Moser in [22] and by Deift and Simon in [7].
6. THE RADIAL LIMITS OF THE WEYL M-FUNCTIONS
In this section we will either work with a positive definite 2n_2n matrix-
valued function 1>0 or consider the Schro dinger case with perturbation
11>0. As summarized in Section 3, these conditions guarantee the existence
of the Weyl M-functions M \1 (!, E) for IE{0. On the other hand, according
to the results of Section 4, the perturbation matrix 1 (defined as [ 110
0
0] in
the Schro dinger case) determines the functions N \1 ; these define two
complex Lagrange planes for almost every ! # 0, and allow us to construct
a symplectic matrix-valued function C1 , which provides a change of
variables that is the main tool in the study of the differentiability of the
rotation number. The existence of such a derivative allows us to establish
now the relation between the M1- and N1 -functions and, consequently,
between the corresponding Lagrange planes: the purpose of this last section
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is to prove that the functions N \1 (!) are the radial limits from the upper
half-plane C+ of the Weyl functions M \1 (!, E) at the point 0 in measure;
that is, every sequence (=n)n # N of positive numbers with limit 0 admits a
subsequence (=nj)nj # N such that limj   M
\
1 (!, i=nj)=N
\
1 (!) for almost
every ! # 0. In particular, the functions N \1 coincide with the radial
pointwise limits from the upper half-plane of the Weyl M-functions, when
these limits exist for almost every ! # 0.
Once again, we work with the equations and properties of the systems
(5.1) obtained from (3.1) (for E # C) by means of the change of variables
z~ =C1 (! } t) z. Let us represent by
_ InM \1 (!, E)&
the images of the Lagrange planes
_ InM \1 (!, E)&;
then
M \1 (!, E)=I
&12N +1 (!)(M
\
1 (!, E)&RN
+
1 (!)) I
&12N +1 (!) (6.1)
and hence \IM \1 (!, E)>0 (which, in particular, implies the non-singularity
of these matrices). For a fixed E with IE{0, the functions M \1 (!, E) are
solutions along the flow of the corresponding Riccati equation (3.4) for the
transformed perturbed systems (5.1). The results stated in the following
algebraic lemma will be used in the proof of the radial convergence of the
Weyl M-functions. The _-invariant subset 01 , where the matrix-valued
function C1 is defined, was introduced in Section 5.
Lemma 6.1. Let us take ! # 01 and E # C+ , and consider the hermitian
n_n matrices
W(!, E)=In+(M +1 )* (!, E) M
+
1 (!, E),
T1(!, E)=iM +1 (!, E) W
&1(!, E)&iW&1(!, E)(M +1 )* (!, E), (6.2)
T2(!, E)=W &1(!, E)+M +1 (!, E) W
&1(!, E)(M +1 )* (!, E)&In .
Then,
(i) _ T1(!, E)&iT2(!, E)
iT2(!, E)
T1(!, E) & is a negative definite matrix, and
(ii) _T1(!, E)+In&iT2(!, E)
iT2(!, E)
T1(!, E)+In & is a positive semi definite matrix.
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Proof. First of all, notice that W>In and hence W &1<In . Since
_ T1&iT2
iT2
T1 &=
1
2 _
In
&iIn
&iIn
In &_
T1+T2
0
0
T1&T2&_
In
iIn
iIn
In & ,
to prove the first statement it suffices to verify that T1+T2<0 and
T1&T2<0. We have
T1+T2=(M +1 &iIn) W
&1((M +1 )*+iIn)&In .
It is easy to check that the eigenvalues of the matrix of the right hand term
agree with those of ((M +1 )*+iIn)(M
+
1 &iIn) W
&1&In=&2IM +1 W
&1,
and these with the eigenvalues of &2W&12IM +1 W
&12<0. This shows
that the eigenvalues of T1+T2 are strictly negative and hence so is the
matrix. Besides, a straightforward computation shows that
((M +1 )*&iIn)(T1&T2)(M
+
1 +iIn)=&2IM
+
1 &4IM
+
1 W
&1IM +1 <0,
which completes the proof of (i) (notice that (M +1 +iIn) is not singular,
since it has a positive definite imaginary part).
On the other hand,
T1+In+T2=(M +1 &iIn) W
&1((M +1 )*+iIn)0,
(M +1 )* (T1+In&T2) M
+
1 =((M
+
1 )*+iIn)(In&W
&1)(M +1 &iIn)0,
and thus (ii) is proved. K
According to (3.5), the Lyapunov exponent of the family of systems
corresponding to E=i= with =>0 is given by
#1 (i=)=|
0
tr(H1(!)+H2(!) RM \1 (!, i=)&=13(!) IM
\
1 (!, i=)) dm0 .
(6.3)
Let us write H =[ H 1
&H 2
H 2
H 1
] and 1 =(C T1)
&1 1C &11 =[
1 1
1 2
T
1 2
1 3
]. It is easy to
check that
H2(!)=I&12N +1 (!) H 2(!) I
&12N +1 (!),
13(!)=I&12N +1 (!) 1 3(!) I
&12N +1 (!).
Besides, equality (6.1) implies that
RM \1 (!, i=)=I
12N +1 (!) RM
\
1 (!, i=) I
12N +1 (!)+RN
+
1 (!),
IM \1 (!, i=)=I
12N +1 (!) IM
\
1 (!, i=) I
12N +1 (!).
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Therefore,
tr(13(!) IM \1 (!, i=))=tr(1 3(!) IM
\
1 (!, i=)), (6.4)
tr(H1(!)+H2(!) RM \1 (!, i=))
=tr(H1(!)+H2(!) RN +1 (!))+tr(H 2(!) RM
\
1 (!, i=)). (6.5)
Recall that the function N +1 is a solution along the flow of (2.2). In
particular,
(IN +1 (!))$=&IN
+
1 (!)(H1(!)+H2(!) RN
+
1 (!))
&(RN +1 (!) H2(!)+H
T
1 (!)) IN
+
1 (!),
and, thus
(det IN1 (!))$=&2 det IN +1 (!) tr(H1(!)+H2(!) RN
+
1 (!)).
From statement (v) of Theorem 4.5 we deduce that RN +1 # L
1(0, m0).
Hence the last equality and Remark 3.3 allow us to assure that
|
0
tr(H1(!)+H2(!) RN +1 (!)) dm0=0. (6.6)
The substitution of (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6) in (6.3) provides an alternative
expression for the Lyapunov exponent,
#1 (i=)=|
0
tr(H 2(!) RM \1 (!, i=)&=1 3(!) IM
\
1 (!, i=)) dm0 . (6.7)
On the other hand, by reasoning as in [18, 17] we obtain the value of
the derivative of the Floquet coefficient on the upper half-plane,
w$1 (E )=|
0
tr(G1 (!, E) 1(!)) dm0 ,
where
G1=_ (M
&
1 &M
+
1 )
&1
1
2 (M
&
1 +M
+
1 )(M
&
1 &M
+
1 )
&1
1
2 (M
&
1 &M
+
1 )
&1 (M &1 +M
+
1 )
M +1 (M
&
1 &M
+
1 )
&1 M &1 & .
Moreover, IG1>0 if IE>0, which guarantees that w$(E) maps C+
holomorphically into itself. This property, the analysis of the asymptotic
behavior of the matrix-valued functions M \1 (!, E), and the continuity on
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the real axis of the rotation number (which coincides with the non-tangen-
tial limit from C+ of Iw1 (E)) provide the expression
Iw$1 (E)
IE
=
1
? |

&
d:1 (E0)
|E&E0 |2
.
From the differentiability at the point 0 of :1 we obtain lim=  0+ Iw$1 (i=)=
:$1 (0) (see Koosis [17]), which implies that
lim
=  0+
#1 (i=)
=
=:$1 (0)=
1
2 |0 tr 1 (!) dm0 . (6.8)
Theorem 6.2. There exist the radial limits from the upper half-plane of
the Weal M-functions in the direction of 1,
lim
=  0+
M \1 (!, i=)=N
\
1 (!)
in measure.
Proof. The change of variables z~ =C1(! } t) z takes the functions N \1 (!)
to the constant matrices \iIn . We will prove that
lim
=  0+
M \1 (!, i=)=\iIn in measure, (6.9)
which is equivalent to the assertion of the theorem. Let us consider
W(!, E)=In+(M +1 )* (!, E) M
+
1 (!, E) and take E=i= with =>0. A straight-
forward and tedious computation shows that
tr(W$(!, i=) W&1(!, i=))
=&2 |
0
tr(H 2(!) RM +1 (!, i=)&=1 3(!) IM
+
1 (!, i=)) dm0
+= tr \1 12(!) _ T1(!, i=)&iT2(!, i=)
iT2(!, i=)
T1(!, i=) & 1 12(!)+ ,
where T1 and T2 are defined by (6.2). The representation (6.7) of the
Lyapunov exponent guarantees that the first term of the last sum belongs
to L1(0, m0); from Lemma 6.1 we deduce that the second one is a negative
function. Moreover, tr(W$W&1)=(tr ln(W))$. The Birkhoff ergodic theorem,
Remark 3.3, and (6.7) imply that
0=2#1 (i=)+= |
0
tr \1 12(!) _ T1(!, i=)&iT2(!, i=)
iT2(!, i=)
T1(!, i=) & 1 12(!)+ dm0 .
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This expression and (6.8) lead us to
lim
=  0+ |0 tr \1 12(!) _
T1(!, i=)+In
&iT2(!, i=)
iT2(!, i=)
T1(!, i=)+In& 1 12(!)+ dm0=0.
(6.10)
Therefore, we deduce from statement (ii) of Lemma 6.1 that
lim
=  0+
1 12(!) _T1(!, i=)+In&iT2(!, i=)
iT2(!, i=)
T1(!, i=)+In& 1 12(!)=0
in the L1(0, m0)-topology. Consequently, every sequence of real positive
numbers (=n)n # N with limit 0 admits a subsequence (=nj) j # N such that
lim
j  
1 12(!) _
T1(!, i=nj )+In
&iT2(!, i=nj)
iT2(!, i=nj )
T1(!, i=nj)+In& 1
12(!)=0
for almost every ! # 0. Besides the matrix function 1 is positive definite
when 1>0, and takes the form [ 1 1
0
0
0
] with 1 1>0 when 1=[
11
0
0
0
] and
11>0. In both cases we can assert that
lim
j  
(T1(!, i=nj )+In)=0 (6.11)
for almost every ! # 0. It is not difficult to check that
2(T1+In)=W&1(W&2i(M +1 )*)(W+2iM
+
1 ) W
&1+(2W &1&In)2.
Therefore, relation (6.11) allows us to assure that limj   2W&1(!, i=nj )=
In and lim j   (W(!, i=nj)+2iM
+
1 (!, i=nj ))=0. Since
R(W+2iM +1 )=R
2M +1 +(IM
+
1 &In)
2,
we conclude that
lim
j  
M +1 (!, i=nj )=iIn ,
which implies (6.9) for the function M +1 . The analogous result for M
&
1 can
be proved in a similar way. K
The arguments used in Theorem 6.2 provide a proof of the similar property
concerning the non-tangential convergence from the lower half-plane: there
exist the radial limits of the Weyl M-functions in the direction of 1 from
the lower half-plane at the point 0 in measure, and their values are
lim=  0& M \1 (!, i=)=N

1 (!).
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Consequently, from Assumption 4.1 we basically obtain conclusions
similar to those of Kotani’s theory stated in Theorem 3.1.
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